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Ladies and Gentlemen, coming to you today a stranger to North Dakota, no
scholar in a sea of scholarship, speaking about military things to a civilian audience,
I still feel in no way at a los s. Blessed is that one touch of nature which makes all
mankind kin. There is here on the campus an old friend, wife of a member of the
faculty, Eva Ostberg. She was conspicuously the finest soldier in my outfit in
France, a sergeant only because she repeatedly refused commission, not lilting
officer company. Once, just to prove that I could do it, I wrote a book documented
in every sentence. I figured if I could put that trick over, the rafter scholars would
let me alone, and that's how it worked out. I dictated the book in three weeks and
Eva took care of the documentation. Later, for other exploits, she was decorated
with the Bronze Star. The whole Division was assembled and formed with dignity.
Just as I got ready to pin the medal, she whispered: "I dare you to kiss me on
both cheeks." I did and that broke up the formation; it dissolved in hysterical
laughter .Remembering now, I still feel the glow which I can use in my task here.
The incident characterizes my anticedents. I am not a social scientist. Rather,
I am a professional writer who has spent much of life as a field soldier. My
specialty has been observing what happens to men on the battlefield rather than
studying the impact of their ordeal on the general society. So I take it that something more direct than glittering generalizations about the impact of warfare on
human progress and the growth of the universal conscience would be expected of me.
Call it a personal point-of-view, still, I perforce reject that attitude which
postulates that all war is wrong, that peace is thwarted only because some people
don't want it badly enough. That is the outlook of the philosophical anarchist, the
most vaive of all men. Years ago I knew Leon Trotsky very well. He said to me
on one occasion: "War doesn't come because of the rivalry of ideologies. It is
not the consequence of conflict between political systems. Its roots are not in the
economic plight ·of the many and the privilege of the few, though that is the Communis
fable. Its roots are in man's ego. Men crave power. If we were all selfless, np
less generous to our neighbors than to ourselves, we would have peace on earth.
What we need is more perfect human beings. " Is this judgment too grim, too
cynical, for ready acceptance ?
Seven months ago this nation felt itself on the verge of wax. Those were dark
hours last late October. But who would say there was no gleam in them, no
sublimity amid the terror of overhanging fate? To witness this country brace,
to be among its average people, and to discover that though they knew fear, they
could respond nobly and tap fresh sources of strength within themselves, more
than paid for the anxiety. I had to leave home amid the crisis. My wife talked
for ten minutes about what she would do with the three little ones if the worst came.
Every household had some such experience. We feel stronger, better, because it
happened to us. Therein lies the lesson.
Life is not meant to be without challenge. None of it is easy. Despite the
illusory struggle for an abiding, all-sufficing security, the strong survive, the weak
go down. If we really believed otherwise, we would not seek character in our
children --- this above all. It is no different with nations than with people. Invar-1-

iably great states reap the fate which they deserve, for they carve it with their own
hands.
In all matters, it is the rule of existence that the timid invite intimidation as an
aged oak draws lightning. Should the hour ever come when other nations, looking.
at us, get the idea that our negativeness in policy and in action, so clearly
manifested now in the vain attempt to wish the Soviet Military Mission out of Cuba,
relects a fear-filled public, American will have had its day. The one residual
value from the great opportunity of last October was that our people appeared
indomitable. This, the Soviets will not forget.

But in what happened, we were reminded once again that dilemmas are never
resolved by weak compromise. All true decisions in human affairs entail the bitter
choice between courses equally repugnant, equally dangerous. About this, destiny
is pitiless. Nothing may be saved by ignoring tough options. For it is another rule
of life that equivocation breeds contempt. Every subsequent set of choices must
engage still greater dangers while intensifying desperation of the spirit. The
hesitations and mistakes which have marked our national course over the past
seven years bear sufficient witness to this.
You know how it is. Nothing stands still. Nothing in the realm of politics any
more than in applied physics remains static. For every downthrust, there is a
counter upthrust, etc. My three small daughters, who have been learning about
outer space and rocketry since entry into the first grade, though they are somewhat
vague about the world being round and in school are taught no concept of America
as a great unity, well understand that if physical laws did not so operate, Major
Cooper would never have been able to get off the ground. I am less certain that
we American adults, laVishing the generouscomforts of free western society, see
With equal clarity that its joys cannot be self-perpetuating, unless the Age nourishes
an habitual state of mind which does not find in the risk of an enterprise the
sufficient reason for avoiding it. The ultimate danger of nuclear oblivion, as I
see it, is less to be feared than the gradual yielding to an euphoric resignation
premising that if nothing is done to brave danger, we may somehow eternally
escape it.
While I understand the views of antimilitarists in private and official life, I
cannot share their antipathy toward force. I cannot understand why Astronaut
Cooper, whose status and whole conditioning are military, must stand in a
civilian suit to get a civilian medal. Are we trying to kid the Man in the Moon or
simply deceiving ourselves that none but the civilian spirit befits American in
these times, giving it tenfold strength because, like Sir Launfall, its heart is
pure ? Such bright tricks as these are part of the painful effort to brighten abroad
what is called the "American image," a campaign so grossly disproportioned that
in aiming to make the best possible impression on others, we scarcely ponder the
prerequisite striving to make us right in ourselves --- resolute but not selfrighteous.
I come back to my main point. Force has its place in the business of building
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a more civilized world. Untimely, unrealistic, is that party line in United Nations
that peace may be certified by declaring all use of force, other than UN' s own,
abhorrent and an act of aggression. Russian intervention in Cuba is a true aggression,
though we legitamitized it. The word means in its mature sense unbridled craving
for power, limitless conquest and glory-seeking. And that never stops; it may
only be stopped. That's where force enters. We need understand that it is not
inherently an evil thing.
Without force there would have been nothing of that which is most important to
us in our past, and if we exclude it from the future, we can only imagine a humanity
in chaos. Mythology cannot advance civilization. We Americans would be unworthy
of our heritage once we forgot that this nation was born out of war --- that there
was no other possibility --- and that the 1'More Perfect Union" was resolved out of
a still more terrible conflict. We are what we are because men fought. And I say
to you that unless the more cultivated men and women of our time keep alive a
certain background of barbarism, if you will, all progress becomes an illusion.
Its essence lies not in the annihilation of yesterday by today but in preserving the
spirit to dare greatly. There is no other preservative of faith in one's self.
But if these reflections are valid, they are also as discordant with the spirit of
the times, the teaching in the schools, and the precautionary tone of national policy
as is the old saying: "Boldness be my friend. " The great Spanish philosopher,
Ortega y Gasset, put it this way some years ago: "Modern morality has cultivated a
sentimental standard by which almost anything becomes preferable to the thought
of dying. Life is thus prolonged in proportion as it is not used. It gains extension
at the cost of vitality. "
Lest we dismiss these troubled thoughts too lightly, let's review what has
happened in America in the seven months since the October crisis. Within Govern ..
ment itself, if recoil did not occur, we had its pale substitutes --- indifference, a ;-chasing after will-o-wisps and illusion-building. Men in high place have pursued
the bubble reputaion more ardently than ever before. They for a time were almost
non-plussed at the image of their own daring, though they settled for far too little.
On the other hand, they are so anxious that they reap more credit than they merit
that most of what transpired is kept classified so that they may interpret it as they
please. The State Secretary or his superior air their regret publicly that the
Russians are not withdrawing from Cuba at the expected rate. There was never
any rate to be expected. The Russians are there to stay.
The nation's military have seldom been more devalued. That is done to bulwark
further the power of a Defense Secretary who insists on their total subserviency,
even respecting issues not rightfully in his province. For thus throwing his weight
about, he is extolled as the champion of civilian control. There has never once
been a challenge to that principle by the military in America. Nothing but their
devotion has kept it steadfast for almost two centuries. The worst to be said of
them is that they did not resist strongly·ienough a wilful, computer-minded suppression of their rights and responsibilities. But when we acquiesce in an overriding
civilian control, we should be honest with ourselves about what kind of bargain
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we 1ve made. About Cuba, every mistaken decision which resulted in the Bay of
Pigs fiasco two years ago was made by this civilian control. The military were
excluded therefrom. A delicate operation of war, carried out on dangerously
thin margins, was in fact bungled by political chiefs playing Gener al. When last
October, it was decided to conciliate if the Russians removed their missiles
instead of themselves, that was civilian control's doing. Some 15 or so men were
in the final councils. They made the higher strategy. Let those who are satisfied
with it defend it.
About the American press, what 1s to be said? Its rights were gravely trammeled
in the October crisis. One Secretary put forward the weird doctrine that not only
managing news, but faking it when Government interest could be served, is proper.
Members of the press grumbled a bit then tacked away to other sensations. But
the right of press fully free is ours as a people, and they, the press, are its
first-line guardian. None of these things are assuring. One need ask: "What
must come to America to make it truly vigilant?"
For not a few years we of the USA have been traveling at high speed, though
it has all along been uncertain whether we were hurtling toward the more abundant
life or only a more spectacular death. In fact, we have been more interested in
velocity than in all else. Go :faster, go faster, and never mind the direction! So
a recent news magazine proudly displays the jet passenger plane of the near future
which will move at Mach 3. Yes, that's the ticket, but what for in the name of
heaven? Never before has the superficial been so toweringly monumentalized.
It is all ridiculous. There is a great pother about that satellite out in space which
bounces back pictures and words whereby, like Puck, they girdle the globe in
minutes. Miracles of communication have been wrought in our day•• The fact
remains that _the India-China conflict and the scrimmage in Vietnam are among
the worst reported wars in history.. After three years of trouble in the Congo,
the American people and their press remain deluded about the issues and possibilitie;
there because both the UN reports and the policy statements by Government
signally mislead them.
During the October crisis, I for one felt relief. There was reason to believe that
at last the running time was over. We knew at least a brief holiday on terrific
excitement over non-essentials. It seemed a good possibility that out of ordeal we
could be shaken into a clearer view of what average Americans owe their country
and their time, that out of darkness we might find that better light which must
burn within ourselves, and must be kept trimmed. There was no other way to
think about it. For a few days we rode too close to eternity to think of emerging
unwarned, unscarred, frivolous as ever. Either that was a legitimate hope, or
the whole gamble became absurd. Suffice to say that if valid, it was disappointed.
No great words have been spoken by anyone since. It was just another bend on the
rolly-coaster.
From my own experience in wax, my mind is printed with two scenes indelibly,
the first one in Paris soon after the Liberation. I was with a crowd of upper-class
French. They were complaining. Things were out of joint. Said one man bitterly:
"We are less well off under American administration than under the German
-4-

occupation --- food is harder to get, champagne has gone up, there is no increase
in the petrol ration." Others echoed his complaints. Not believing my ears, I
asked them: "But doesn't freedom mean anything to you?" They stared in
amazement. It was as if, during a serious discussion, I had raked over garbage.
The other vignette is from the Spanish Civil Wa:r. The Loyalists had just taken
a hard defeat at Oropesa. The troops moaned about it. So the Commandant of the
Fifth Regiment --- he was only a young captain, formed his men and talked to them.
I wrote down his words. "Yes, you•re right, Oropesa is a terrible blow. But
unless you are prepared to take terrible blows from terrible enemies, you
shouldn't resist in the first place. The thing to do is think of how you can deal them
back. We all lmow a dozen things that can be done. Let's get together and see that
they~ done. We will get more terrible blows in the future. That is the nature of
the struggle. We are fighting for the life of democracy in Europe. Do you really
think such a struggle may be maintained without receiving terrible blows? And do
you suppose if we never resisted, we should not have received still worse blows,
beating us into darkness and slavery?"
There I heard truth. No bit of freedom enjoyed by men today came down the line
to them on a silver platter. What we have of liberty, we know because someone
in earlier times fought, and if need be, died to get it. Freedom does not live
simply because it is proclaimed through the land, despite the words of Leviticus.
It has to be won by raising superior force against tyranny which, as Tom Paine
said, like hell is not soon conquered. This fight goes on and on far beyond the
limit when space may be conquered. For the true believer, there may never be
any release from it.
But I wonder if we understand that in America, or if understanding, we pursue a
way of life which is in most ways consistent with the safeguarding of our treasure.
Maybe I am unnecessarily worried about the future of our country. But I don't
think so. Maybe to myself I exaggerate the danger. But I don't think so. We are
not setting a demanding standard, and then of our own require that we measure up.
Being popular is more important than living vitally. This does not mean holding
with the narrow view that it is better to be right than loved. It does imply utmost
aversion to that state of mind in the management of our public affairs which holds
that the true nature, of a situation is of no consequence compared with the problem ·
of persuading people to view it through rose-tinted glasses. In our everyday
affairs, we do not make the clean distinction between a national standard of living
and a private standard of indulgence. The former means human rights, fair play
for all men, the decent chance to be well fed, live under conditions which sustain
health and get such schooling as is suitable, each according to his natural limits.
The latter means --- well, let's look at it. It means a TV in every home so that
parents will not have to be bored by listening to them. It means that while the young
must be educated, school work shouldn't be too hard. Therefore difficult subjects
are made elective so that if Junior hasn't brains enough to be a plumber, he will
not be ruined by making that self-discovery. It means that we must provide Greek
letter societies and victorious football teams as a part of education, so that the
young fellow doesn't develop a sense of inferiority. It means that at age fourteen
in most states he must have a license to drive the Old Man's car, not yet having
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learned how to walk, or else he is being treated as a juvenile. It means that he
must go to college to satjsfy his parents vanity though high school proved he has
no more brains than P. T. Barnum's Oofty-Goofty.
So there arises in our midst a citizelU'y which lives for the motor car more than
for its rear vestibule, the American home, which was once the domain of the family,
but is now the setting for the cocktail hour or for appeasing you appetites with a
(_
TV dinner.. It is a home with every gadget known to man which affords a possible
excuse for resisting human toil. It is home without a library or the other stimulants
to mature discussion, since by switching a dial, one may listen to panels of punfits
polish off every profound problem confronting man, despite a complexity which the
Almighty never intended should become fully penetrable.
We may call it good enough, but as someone has said, it is neither good nor
enough. That idea of what the free life calls for has too little future. The world
is troubled as we Im.ow it. Our kind of Government can extend itself over the
earth only so long as it has such strength that no competing idea dare attempt destroy
it. Beyond that, Democracy has no possibilities and no contending power. The
safety of free systems comes ever of what they do to rally their own strength rather
than from measures aimed to weaken their possible enemies. Not our array of
mighty missiles, but women and men who love their country with a passionate
resolve to serve it, are the shield of this nation. There is none other. Our Early
Warning Line is in the human heart.
The call to our nation is to return to the things of its youth --- to those ideals
whence came our strength while we were on the upward climb, and which are not
now dead, but sleeping. What comes may be certified only by our certainty. That
we may awake in.time, let us count that the words of Simon Peter were written
for us: "When Thou wast young, Thou girdest Thyself and walkest whither Thou
wouldst. But when Thou shalt be old, Thou shalt stretch forth Thy hands, and anothe:
shalt grid The and carry Thee whither Thou wouldst not. "
There is no other summons that I would give you today, you who have reached
an end that is really the beginning. Peace will not come to us: it remains for us
to move toward it. For that journey we requirer surer feet, clearer minds,
cleaner spirits and greater faith in the greatness of faith. And now to you my
thanks.
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